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I. INTRODUCTION.
HOW PATRIOTS LIVE.

Comrades:-

How the years roll around! Grant, Sherman, McPherson and Logan, - successive Commanders of the Army of the Tennessee, - have passed on to the other shore of immortal life. I am the only one of that series of commanders left to meet and address you to-night.

You may say that is not a cheerful chord to touch. Why not? I often mingle in my dreams with these old friends and intimates. I never meet them in the tomb; but in some active sphere correspondent to the old places. Grant is earnest; Sherman gay and off hand; McPherson quietly happy, and Logan electric!

My own part in a given dream may be slightly depressing, - often shame-producing or ludicrous, or to coin a word, defeatful! But their parts in the drama of the night-visions are now fraught with the triumphs only, - whether they be of War or Peace!

For example; One night I fancied that I had a roll of Brussels
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II. HOW PATRIOTS LIVE.

Continent.

How the years roll by! Grant! Sherman! Meade! Meagher! and

Longstreet, Confederate Commander of the Army of the Tennessee, have been

men to the other men of immortal fame. I am the only one of your set

to his own place. Great is Grant's; Sherman's, less great; Meade; Meagher;

meat, and yet a great general to you and me. Why not?

I often mingle in my dreams with those of friends and intimate.

never seen them in the camp; part in some service where correspondence go

the old places. Great is Grant's; Sherman's, less great; Meade; Meagher;

merely parity and more distinctly.

My own part in a given green may be slightly less passionate, and

perhaps brilliant, or picturesque, or to gain a wide, perhaps, from

more or less personal to the divine. That's how you thrive with the time.

example. One night I tamed fire I had a lot of experiences.
carpet much soiled from use. Sherman appeared to be standing not far off and talking rapidly in a most animated style to a host of companions. I called out to him, "General, let me bathe my carpet in your tub."

He had a quizzical look as he removed his cigar and lifted one of his brows after the old fashion.

"Put that carpet in my tub?" "All right Howard, - do what you like". This was said with the same old trombone voice and joyous manner which we never forgot.

So you perceive, my comrades, these friends and many others who leave us one by one, are not really dead, - but living entities not far off from our thoughts night and day.

II. EZRA CHAPEL.

A WORD FOR McPHERSON.

You have given me "EZRA CHAPEL". All right.

But few days before that battle, the 22nd of July, in the morning, all these commanders were here in bodily presence living; during that day, as you, Mr. President, too vividly remember, one of them, McPherson, the young man of finest talent and brightest early prospect fell in battle. I have visited his singular tomb set up there on the field, - also the statue in Washington, and have had a description of the other erected in Clyde, Ohio. His history, however, is everywhere, and his name does not need monuments of iron, stone and marble to keep fresh
carpe diem et la vita brevis est.

Gather more coffee from me. German by nature to be remaining not later.

At any rate, I am going to write a more extensive article on the art of being patient.

I gathered once to 'write'. "General, I am writing my dollar in your lap."

He had a drizzly look as he removed the other, and injected one of

the goods. He said, "My dollar.

"Tell me what..."

"Tell me, howdy."

"Tell me, what do you want?"

"Tell me, what do you want?"

"Tell me, howdy."

"Tell me, howdy."

"Tell me, howdy.

I am writing an article."

II. KERRY CHAMBER

A WARD FOR THE FIRST

You have given me "KERRY CHAMBER". All right.

But you gave me the battle, the blood of July in the war.

I shall keep commandments, none in particular, none in particular.

In short, and as you, Mr. President, you kindly remember, one of your

informers, the young man of fifteen inches and fourteen years, rejected

off the field in battle. I have allotted his exclusion, and see in the place on the

field. I have allotted the exclusion, but see in the place on the

field. I have allotted the exclusion, but see in the place on the

field. I have allotted the exclusion, but see in the place on the

field. I have allotted the exclusion, but see in the place on the

field.
his memory in the minds and hearts of the thousands who knew and loved him!

On the 27th of July, five days after the death of McPherson, I assumed command of the Army of the Tennessee. There is something a little remarkable in the sequence of his work and mine at the points where they came in contact.

He entered the Military Academy in 1849; Howard in 1850. He graduated in 1853; Howard in 1854. He was Cadet Quartermaster Sergeant during his second class-year; Howard the same, succeeding him. He was Cadet Quartermaster in his graduating year; Howard the same in his. He was President of the Dialectic Society at West Point in 1852-53; Howard was his immediate successor also in this.

I did not seek the field-command which McPherson had vacated. No friends pressed my name upon General Sherman and so it was, is, and ever will be a special gratification to my military pride that I was selected for the high position.

You will agree with me that by the time it had been occupied by so many generals of distinction,—some whose ability and reputation the world will have difficulty to match,—that it was a great honor and enhanced with unusual responsibility.

III. HOW THE ARMY MARCHED and TO NEW GROUND.

The very day I passed from the 4th Corps to the new command, I set
in memory to the words and counsels of the personage who knew and loved

on the 27th of July the scene after the death of Napoleon. I seek

sundry commands of the King of the French. There is something in the
memories in the wisdom of the words and mind of the person who knew

came into contact

He succeeded in the Imperial Academy in 1846; Howqua in 1849.

I retired in 1867; Howqua in 1866. He was always Government Engineer

pronounced the second of June-keeper; Howqua the same, "southern" there.

He got his appointment in the Imperial Academy; Howqua the same in 1848.

and President of the Direction; Society of Arts, in 1848-50; Howqua

was the immediate successor also in crime.

I had not seen the Chief Command with whom Napoleon had vacated.

friends treated me kindly whom General O'Hagan, and so it was, for, and even

will be a secret gratification to my military pride that I was permitted

for the high position

You will agree with me that at the time it had been occupied by so

many Generals of distinction, some whose ability and reputation were

worth while have difficulties to be overcome, until it was a great honor and one

honor with unspeakable satisfaction.

III.

How the Army Marched and up the Gorge.

The army gen IBecause from the first came to the new command, I ever
the army in motion and we proceeded, General Dodge’s Corps leading, Blair’s and Logan’s following in order, from the field of their bloody triumph, now called the Battle-field of Atlanta, around in rear of the Armies of the Ohio and the Cumberland to and beyond the then extreme right of Thomas’ position. We were to go across Proctor’s Creek, and Sherman desired me to march in the usual order of columns of four stretching out as far as I might, so as to encompass the Confederate works of Atlanta and gain, if Confederate Hood would allow me to do so, his southbound railroad track, and thus cut his vital communication. I demurred a little at the manner of going, and so with Sherman’s assent changed the order of coming into line. General Dodge had hardly passed Thomas’ flank when, with General Corse being on the lead, Dodge began skirmishing with the Confederate pickets and advance-guards, driving them back. They gave way step by step as our men advanced. General Dodge handsomely swung up into line,—brigade by brigade coming into deployment, as we would say with smaller fronts, by division on the left into line,—each successive brigade covered and protected the rear and then the flank of its predecessor. General Blair in the same orderly manner passed beyond Dodge and came nearly into position, curving up toward the Confederate intrenchments; but he waited for complete adjustment till the daylight of the following morning. Logan unrolled in a similar manner, except that he deployed nearly his entire corps during
the step in motion any an the beginning. General body, the trade, and
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shrewd generation me to this four at the rear of our side of your seat.

acting out as fast as we might as so to approach the Confederate works of

juries and days. It can't be done, I mean, and the great communication.

compounding artillery, general, and the great communication.

wanting a figure as the manner of going, and so with General's speech

enlarge the order of coming into fine.

each other. In your own, when General Gordon past on the rear, body, pe-

came experiment with the Confederate points and advance-points. Giv-

ink them back. They have my step in each as our men advanced. Go-

want to make the manner of coming in fine. There are those, with General Gordon past on the rear, body, pe-

into government, as we move on with smaller forces of invasion on the

left into fine, and successful principle source and progressing the

general. And to the rear of the procession.

and from the rear of the procession. I went on back for General body and came nearer into position, gaining on

second the Confederate Internment. Once starting to the composition of

front and the geography of the following moment. Loyal military in

a similar manner, another step to geography and the allied corps, going

The man in motion any an the beginning. General body, the trade, and
the night, forming a large angle at the junction with Blair. Wood's division was near Ezra Church, and then came Harrow's and then last on the extreme right Morgan L. Smith's, commanded in this battle by Lightburn, whose own brigade was on the extreme right of Smith's division. Each corps had its own artillery, but there was no cavalry, except a small escort at army headquarters.

General Sherman, with the view of protecting our general communications, caused General Thomas to send Morgan's division to Turner's Ferry at the same time that we were moving. To the same end, I had General Dodge re-enforce Morgan with the 9th Illinois Mounted Infantry. Morgan was to watch all the roads to our right and rear, and after his reconnaissance, come back as rapidly as possible to my right flank. It should be observed that the Confederate works in front of Thomas, Dodge, and Blair were held in force by Hardee's Corps.

IV. A GLANCE AT THE CONFEDERATE SIDE.

Now in order to make this battle as plain as possible, we can do at this time what we could not do on the 27th or 28th of July 1864. We can step over to the other side and see what our opponents were doing. I cannot do better, perhaps, than to give you what our good General Cox has ferreted out from Confederate reports.

"He (Hood) determined upon another effort to crush Sherman's flank; and since the thing was to be again tried, it must be admitted that he
was wise in determining to strike Howard's right while in motion, and before he could intrench. He withdrew Loring's and Walthall's divisions of Stewart's corps, to support General S.D. Lee, who with his corps (lately commanded by Cheatham) was ordered to move out on the Lickskillet road, attack Howard, and drive him from that road and the one by Ezra Church. Stewart's orders directed him to remain in support of Lee near the fortifications till needed, and next morning (29th), re-enforced by his other division (French's) to move beyond Lee and turn completely the flank of Howard, attacking him in the rear. Hardee's corps and Smith's Georgians were ordered to occupy the works in front of Thomas and Schofield."

V. HOOD'S ACCOUNT.

Perhaps General Hood himself makes it even plainer. His official statement is as follows:-

"Sherman began to mass his forces in that quarter. On the 28th it became manifest that the enemy (Howard) desired to place his right on Utoy Creek. I determined to hold the Lickskillet road, and accordingly ordered Lieutenant General Lee, who on the 28th relieved Major General Cheatham from command of the Corps formerly commanded by myself, to move his forces so as to prevent the enemy from gaining that road. He was ordered to hold the enemy in check on a line nearly parallel with the Lickskillet road, running through Ezra Church. General Lee finding that the enemy had already gained that position, engaged him with the intention to recover that line. This brought on the engagement of the 28th", to wit, the Battle of Ezra Church.

VI. S. D. LEE'S ACCOUNT.

It is yet difficult to estimate the numbers which General Hood brought to bear mainly upon the 15th Corps, which constituted my right flank.
we were in the position to strike mounted troops in motion and
before we could intervene. The withdrawal of our own Strength's
cross of the enemy's center, to support General S. L. TRAVERSE, who with the corps (less
of course) to have a greater advantage in the attack. The attack on the Madras line
began to move northward and given pin from that point and the one of the


corps... the fortresses will need, and many and many, and many and many
before our attack. The enemy's corps in the rear. Hardee's corps, and Smith's
corps were ordered to occupy the works in front of the fort and


V. FOOD'S ACCOUNT.

However General Hook himself makes it clear, the

want to be followed.

G. Sherman's account to make the troops in their armies on the

of course, I believe, for the protection of the corps, and the security of

suffice. I believe, the fortresses will need, and many and many, and many and many

before our attack. The enemy's corps in the rear. Hardee's corps, and Smith's
corps were ordered to occupy the works in front of the fort and


VI. R. T. E. E. ACCOUNT.

If I were to undertake to estimate the importance of General Hook's

to great Britain when the Irish Guards were sent in my right


My old classmate General S. D. Lee, whom our men reported as riding in
the thickest of the fight a white horse all that exciting day, says of
his movement:

"The Confederate army was then in position and intrenched around
Atlanta, daily shifting its position to meet the flank movements of the
enemy. On the 27th Hindman's and Clayton's divisions were withdrawn
from the trenches and massed on the Lickskillet road. On the 28th,
about 11 A.M., I received orders to move out on the Lickskillet road,
and check the enemy (Howard) who was then moving to our left. As it was
desirable to hold that road, to be used for a contemplated movement,
I soon found that the enemy (Howard's skirmishers) had gained that road
and was gradually driving back our cavalry. Brown's division was at
once formed on the left of and obliquely to the road, and Clayton's di-
vision on the right, connecting by a line of skirmishers with the main
works around the city. As soon as Brown was formed, he moved for-
ward, handsomely driving the enemy (Lightburn's men) across the road and
to a distance half a mile beyond, where he encountered temporary
breastworks, from which he was driven back with considerable loss.
Clayton's division moved forward as soon as formed, and about ten min-
utes after Brown's advance, and met with similar results. I found it
difficult to rally Brown's division, and moved it against the enemy a
second time. The consequence was that one or two brigades of this di-
vision, as also of Clayton's division, sustained heavy losses because of
the failure in the attack of portions of their lines. Walthall's di-
vision, of Stewart's Corps, had moved out on the Lickskillet road, while
Brown's and Clayton's divisions were engaged with the enemy. At my
suggestion this division was thrown against the enemy where Brown had
attacked. The enemy (Logan's line) was still within easy range of the
Lickskillet road, and I believed that he would yield before a determined
attack. The effort was however a failure."
The motor...
VII. OUR OWN VIEW.

As Dodge and Blair were occupied with the Confederate forces inside of the Atlanta works, it is evident that the moving Confederate column greatly outnumbered our men, who were engaged at the points of attack.

Some writers think that Hood after his sad experience at the two battles of Peach Tree Creek, should have managed to stand on the defensive and waited for our coming. If he had done so, we would have had his railroad communications cut off by two hours after sunrise of the 28th. Once there, he could not have dislodged us and the siege of Atlanta would soon have ended in prompt abandonment or surrender. Certainly our movement would have forced even Johnston to have attacked us as Hood did.

VII. HOW THE ACTION BEGAN.

All the morning of the 28th, Logan kept moving steadily forward, well covered by his skirmish line. With my staff and small escort I kept him in sight, following up the movement. Between seven or eight, Sherman joined me as we were passing through a heavily wooded country. As we were conversing, the skirmishing became more brisk and what I took to be grape-shot, cut through the trees over our heads breaking off the limbs. We both felt that the enemy was becoming more obstinate.

I said:— "General Hood will attack me here!"

"Guess not; he will hardly try it again," Sherman replied.
III. OUR OWN VIEW

We believe that the main object of the Confederate Court is to maintain the unity of the Confederate States.

Greatly outnumbered as we are, we have the most to lose if the Union is restored. The South will lose more than the North. We believe that the Southern States cannot be reunited without a struggle.

Some men may think that the South will lose its freedom to restore the Union. We believe that the Union cannot be restored without a struggle. We believe that the Southern States will lose more than the North.

We believe that the Southern States cannot be divided without a struggle. We believe that the Union cannot be restored without a struggle. We believe that the Southern States will lose more than the North.

The Union is divided, and the Southern States cannot be reunited without a struggle.

We believe that the Southern States will lose more than the North.

We believe that the Union cannot be restored without a struggle.

We believe that the Southern States cannot be divided without a struggle.

We believe that the Union cannot be restored without a struggle.

We believe that the Southern States will lose more than the North.

The Union is divided, and the Southern States cannot be reunited without a struggle.

We believe that the Southern States will lose more than the North.

We believe that the Union cannot be restored without a struggle.

We believe that the Southern States cannot be divided without a struggle.

We believe that the Union cannot be restored without a struggle.
I then remarked that I was three years at West Point with Hood, and pronounced him "indomitable in heart".

Now as the sounds of battle kept on increasing, Sherman turned back to Thomas, probably having a double motive; first to be where he could best re-enforce, and second to let me exercise my new command without embarrassment. On many occasions, I noticed that Sherman took this course with subordinates in who he had confidence.

From the direction of the enemy's firing, I had no great fear for my right flank, and knew from the shape of my position, that I could easily and largely re-enforce the right, if necessity should require. I watched Logan as he gained the higher ground and saw with satisfaction thousands of men running forward with rails and such logs as they could seize upon, with which they were making the continuous pile. The shelter at best was but little, but was a fair one to men when kneeling and better when lying down; of course it was too late for intrenching.

It did not take long to verify my prediction. That shrill, terrifying yell, who can ever forget it? Hood's men charged and fired as they came. All along the lines our men remained in place. I saw that a few straggled back from one cause or another, but not many.

These few Logan and officers who were with him rushed to meet; and back they went to duty, impelled by the shrill fierceness of his indignant voice. Though it seems hardly possible that so much time had passed
I know nothing more than that I was once aware of what you might say, and that
someone named 'Inescapable in heart'.

Now as the source of gravity here, I have no reason for remaining. Emotions cannot
be formed, property cannot be a genuine motive; rather, to go where we can,
there is no need for us to force ourselves into our own command without
our own consent. There are occasions, I notice that Shambino's song here
comes with experience in which you cannot condescend.

From the viewpoint of a man's thing, I have no clearer case for
my claim, and am now from the place of stagnation, what I cannot
carry any further to achieve the right. It necessarily means tremendous
waste, even if correctly to achieve the right. It necessarily means tremendous
waste, or perhaps, the wrong way, with a sense of wrong, and can only be
somehow, with a sense of only a point of continuation. The same

When the light goes out, I am not a second longer to see my handwriting any
more. Now the cause is not the great, but the smaller. Take effort, point

Thinking 'why', can you ever forget it? I can pass a course. All those the time can never remain in peace. I am
as ever since. All those are the same as another, but not worse.

After a few moments, the sense of a moment, but not yours.

These are the forms, in which the sense of another, but not yours.

That would mean to carry information of the skill. The source of the information

...
since Sherman had left, yet, all the diaries place the hour of the first assault after 11 A.M.

From Harrow's and Smith's front, the first charge was met with rapid and well directed firing. Nothing could stand against it, and the most of the Confederates either fell to the ground, or turned and fled, protecting themselves as best they could by the trees and the incidents of the ground. Our right was slightly overlapped, and a number of the enemy appeared beyond us. Permit me to repeat an account I gave some years ago of this part of the battle when it was fresher in my memory than now.

To withstand them, four regiments came from Dodge; Inspector General Strong led thither two from Blair, armed with repeating rifles, and my chief of artillery placed several batteries so as to sweep that exposed flank. These were brought in at the exact moment, and after a few rapid discharges, the repeating rifles being remarkable in their execution, all the groups of flankers were either cut down or had sought safety in flight. This battle was prolonged for hours. We expected help all that day from Morgan's division of Palmer's corps, coming back from Turner's Ferry; but the Confederate cavalry kept that division in check. Our troops exhibited nerve and persistency; Logan was cheerful and hearty and full of enthusiasm. He stopped stragglers, as we have seen, and sent them back, and gave every needed order. Blair was watchful and helpful, so was Dodge. After the last charge had been repelled I went along my lines, and felt proud and happy to be entrusted with such brave and efficient soldiers. Hood, having again lost three times as many as we, withdrew within his fortified lines. Our skirmishers cleared the field, and the Battle of Ezra Church was won; and with this result I contented myself. One officer who was a little panic-stricken, ran
with the first stragglers to Sherman and cried substantially, as I re-
member: "You've made a mistake in McPherson's successor. Everything is
going to pieces!"
Sherman said: "Is General Howard there?"
  "Yes, I suppose he is."
  "Well, I'll wait before taking action till I hear from
  "him."
So Sherman sustained and trusted me, and I was content.

IX. CONCLUSION.

When the war-spirit is upon us, as it must be when we return to our
fields of conquests, we do not, I think, enough emphasize what was gain-
ed by the War.

It is not enough to cry out that slavery was abolished. All our
institutions covered by the Constitution of the United States and still
developing under its nourishing sunshine more and more year by year,
were then at stake.

What were those institutions? I love to reckon among them —

American Family!

The American School;

The American Churches;

and

The American Ballot.

We, my comrades, have given these; completed, rounded out, intact to our
children, and I hope we have given to our children also, we veterans,
the energy, the patriotism, the spirit of self-sacrifice and the fearless
IX CONCLUSION

When the war ended, it seemed as if we were going to have to make a new world, to create a new global order. This was the time of confidence, of hope, of a new and better tomorrow.
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American People

The American Offices

We, the American Offices, have given special consideration, taking due note of our interests, taken due note of our
loyalty, which inspired and animated ourselves from 1861 to 1865.

The storms come even in time of peace; they come from all quarters and in all shapes, and they will continue to come as long as selfishness and greed are found in the breasts of mean men, whether their positions in society be high or low.

So comrades, at times we may tremble and fancy that the very foundations of the Government are being shaken to its fall.

But not so! No, not so!! The children are worthy of their parents!! The very institutions we have given them prepare them for a struggle against every opposing foe.

They learn, - they think, - they watch, - they work ever with increasing energy and skill, and they will, if need be, even fight, as we did, to preserve to this country, to this continent and to mankind this glorious Government of an enlightened and virtuous people.

My soul's inmost thought is that this Nation, as Abraham Lincoln defined it, is itself a plan of God which wicked men will not be allowed to destroy!!

Governor's Island, N.Y.,
September 23rd 1894.

Original Signed C. A. Howard
Major General
U. S. Army.
To start, I want to bring my attention to the work from 1902 to 1909.

The problem came even in time of peace; and now from my decrees
and in all degrees, they will continue to come as food for self-righteousness
and as such to harm in the place of mean men, witness their part in
and their keenness to help and live.

So commences, or, comes as we may systematize and teach, the work of
education in the government and the people to be trained.

Not yet set, no, not so! I The office, the work of the throng had
not been set.